
My Quest To Photograph One Of Africa's Most
Elusive Big Cats
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to encounter the wild and majestic
big cats of Africa? For wildlife photographers like myself, capturing these
incredible creatures in their natural habitat is a dream come true. However, there
is one big cat that has always proved to be elusive - the African leopard.

The African leopard is known for its stealthy nature, making it extremely
challenging to spot and photograph. With its beautiful rosette patterns and
graceful movements, this elusive feline has captured the imaginations of many
nature enthusiasts and photographers around the world.

My journey to capture the perfect photograph of an African leopard began in the
heart of Africa, in the beautiful wilderness of Kruger National Park in South Africa.
Armed with my camera gear and a heart full of excitement, I embarked on what
would soon become a thrilling adventure.
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Days turned into weeks as I patiently roamed through the vast expanse of the
national park, searching for any signs of this elusive big cat. I set up camp in
strategic locations, waking up before dawn and staying out until dusk, hoping to
catch a glimpse of this magnificent creature.

The days were long and physically demanding, trekking through dense vegetation
under the scorching African sun. Yet, even in moments of exhaustion, the thought
of spotting an African leopard kept me going. The anticipation grew stronger with
each passing day, fueling my determination to continue the quest.

As time went on, sightings of other wildlife became more frequent. I captured
stunning images of elephants, zebras, and lions. However, the African leopard
continued to elude me, as if playing a game of hide and seek in this vast natural
arena.

Just as frustration started to set in, luck finally smiled upon me. During one brisk
morning, while walking along the riverbank, I spotted a flash of movement among
the trees. My heart raced with excitement as I cautiously approached the area.

There it was, perched on a branch - an African leopard, staring back at me with
piercing golden eyes. In that moment, time stood still. I carefully composed each
shot, capturing the intricate details of its coat and the intensity in its gaze.

My quest to photograph one of Africa's most elusive big cats had come to an end,
but the journey had left a deep impact on me. The encounter with the African
leopard reminded me of the importance of preserving these magnificent creatures
and their natural habitats.
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Through my photographs, I hope to inspire others to appreciate the beauty of
these animals and to take action in protecting their fragile ecosystems. The
African leopard may be elusive, but its presence in the wild is a testament to the
remarkable diversity of life on Earth.

As I reflect on my journey, I am grateful for the challenges and hardships I faced.
This quest has made me a better photographer, a more patient observer, and a
stronger advocate for wildlife conservation.

So, if you ever find yourself longing to witness the untamed beauty of Africa's big
cats, I encourage you to embark on your own adventure. Remember, it's not just
about the destination, but the experiences and lessons learned along the way.

Keywords: African leopard, wildlife photography, Africa's big cats, photographing
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This inspiring book tells the story of a photographer's journey to find the
mysterious black leopard.

There are few creatures as gorgeous and elusive as the black leopard. In Africa,
these magnificent cats are so rare as to be the stuff of legend. Will Burrard-
Lucas's love for leopards began during his childhood in Tanzania and propelled
him into a career as a wildlife photographer. In his quest to create intimate
portraits of animals, he developed innovative technology, including a remotely
controlled camera buggy and a high quality camera trap system for
photographing nocturnal creatures. Then, one day in 2018, he heard about
sightings of a young African black leopard in Kenya and with the help of people
from the local community, he succeeded in capturing a series of high-quality
photographs of the elusive cat. In this compelling and visually stunning book,
Burrard-Lucas tells his story of creativity, entrepreneurship, and passion for wild
animals, alongside awe-inspiring images of lions, elephants, and the black
leopard itself.

• STAR WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER: Will Burrard-Lucas's passion for nature
and expertise in camera technology have earned him coverage from National
Geographic, The New York Times, and the BBC—and over 1 million fans enjoy
his breathtaking work online.
• NATURE'S HIDDEN WONDERS: Black leopards are individual animals in whom
a gene mutation results in excess melanin and an elegant black coat. Most are
found in Southeast Asia, where lush vegetation offers them camouflage. In the
semiarid shrub lands of Africa, black leopards are extraordinarily rare. Burrard-
Lucas's images—showing these beautiful creatures prowling their territory under
cover of night—are vivid reminders of nature's hidden wonders.
• INCREDIBLE STORY: This is an adventure story that takes place in remote and
wild corners of Africa. It reveals Burrard-Lucas's devotion, vision, and innovation



that led to him capturing photos that are not only incredibly rare, but also
breathtakingly beautiful.

Perfect for:

• Aspiring and professional photographers
• Photography buffs
• Nature and animal lovers
• Big cat enthusiasts
• Conservationists
• National Geographic readers
• Fans of memoir and adventure stories
• Travelers to Eastern and Southern Africa
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